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Smoke plumes instead of cloud gather above darkening ridges: the Nariel Valley.

THE FIRE STORIES
A year ago when Rob Gibbs took on the Alps Program Manager role, few would
have predicted we’d be dealing with one of the most protracted and intense
bushfire seasons across the nation, swiftly followed by a world pandemic...
“That’s not to say the likelihood of fires wasn’t high. Long term drought linked to climate
change impacted on south-east of Australia: the result was a series of landscape-scale
bushfires. Before these inevitable fires reached the Alps, many Australian Alps national
park agency staff had already been involved elsewhere in bushfire response or preparing
the Alps themselves, since September. It’s been a long, drawn-out fire season.
“In this edition, staff share and reflect on their experience of these fires in the Alps. Here
are their stories: of past knowledge, of preparation, of fire fighting, of protecting built
assets, priceless fauna, supporting recovery and so much more. Together these fire tales
highlight what the Australian Alps program is all about – why it’s so important. This cooperative management program recognises that the same challenges and threats face the
Australian Alps national parks and reserves as a whole. The program’s primary aim is to
help link staff within the Alps so that when the pressure is on, we’re well positioned to
share skills, knowledge and the resources needed to tackle these threats. Weeds, pest
animals, climate change, visitor management or bushfires. These don’t recognise or stop at

boundaries, state or territory, private or public land. And as this fire season just past has
proved, it’s good to know you’ve an already established working relationship with your
counterparts and neighbours across these boundaries.”
Who makes up this Alps network, this world respected co-operative community? “The
Australian Alps agencies - ACT Parks and Conservation Service, NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service, Parks Victoria and Parks Australia – join forces as part of larger cooperative teams responding to bushfire and other emergency incidents. They not only
tackle fires that occur ‘on park’ but also assist with ‘off park’ efforts as we’ve seen this
extensively during this past season. Alps agency staff also work with other fire and
emergency service and support agencies, their staff, and the thousands of volunteers as
well as adjoining property owners and local community members who pull together at a
time of national crisis in an effort to protect life, property and the unique values of the
Australian Alps.

POST FIRE STOCK TAKE
Of the 1,695,362 hectares that make up the entire Australian Alps national parks and reserves, 534,732
hectares or approximately 31% were burnt during this last fire season; the breakdown is as follows…
VIC
Alpine NP – total 662,295ha: burnt area 112,812ha

= approx. 17%

Snowy River NP – total114,674ha: burnt area 85,730ha

= approx. 75%

Avon Wilderness Park – total 39,650ha
Mt Buffalo NP – total 2,7471ha: burnt area 11,440ha

not burnt
= approx. 37%

Baw Baw NP – total 13,530ha

not burnt

NSW
Bimberi NR – total 10,741ha: burnt area 2,626ha

= approx. 24%

Brindabella NP – total 21,277ha:

not burnt

Scabby Range NR – total 4,872ha: burnt area 2,858ha

= approx. 59%

Kosciuszko NP – total 689,452ha: burnt area 235,122ha

= approx. 34%

ACT
Namadgi NP – total 105,900ha: burnt area 82,700ha

= approx. 78%

Tidbinbilla NR – total 5,500ha: burnt area 1,444ha

= approx. 26%

“Their efforts were extraordinary – and without them the result could have been worse –
but the estimated damage to our mountains was significant. Approximately 534,732
hectares or 31% of the area of the Australian Alps Parks and Reserves have been affected
by bushfire (see table). We’re also very aware of those people who have been terribly
impacted – who’ve lost lives and property – and to everyone who has been affected.
Together we’re on the long road to recovery and we hope that this edition of the alps news
gives you a chance to reflect on the past six months. With time, ongoing commitment and
co-operative effort, the Alps will be in a better position to recover. The Alps program is here
to assist wherever we can.”

Rob Gibbs up on the Main Range, Kosciuszko National Park a few months before the fires.

the Yarrangobilly save

Amongst the recent fire season’s losses sits the red-roofed Yarrangobilly success story.
The fact that the historic Caves House and its infrastructure (especially the power
generation and water treatment plants) was saved is very much based on what was done
long before the Batlow fire (aka the Dunns Rd Fire) of January 4th moved into Kosciuszko
National Park. This meant that the team of six that gathered were familiar with the site and
with each other. Says Chris Peel, the team’s divisional field commander, “Before we left
that day to drive into Yarrangobilliy, we discussed the call to fight along with the fact that
we could be cut off, possibly for some time. The team wanted to be up there and from that
moment the decision-making started.”
Part of the preparations included plans to make the best use of the limited 100,000 litres of
water via inbuilt sprinkler systems on the buildings, portable wet sprinkler lines and back
burning. Taking into account the fire maps, updates from operations and a existing
knowledge of the areas where the fuel loads had been reduced prior to this fire season, a
plan was firmed up on the drive in: that when the fire reached agreed trigger points, a set of
agreed moves would be actioned by the team. And that’s exactly what took place. As the
fire approached, the outer wet line was deployed, then the building sprinklers and then
highly targeted back burning around the assets.
One team member Matt White describes the moment when the fires drew in, “…day
turned to night, crews worked feverishly to extinguish spotfires caused from the ember
attack, … while lighting up sections of fuel to keep ahead of the main fire.” Then conditions
became severe and everyone was called to seek refuge in one of the caves. Receiving
reports from the field, operations would have assumed things were looking bleak. “But
when we reached the cave we could see that conditions were not as bad as they’d
seemed. We checked that everyone was comfortable to go back up and spent the next few
hours doing more back burning and squirting water against ember attack.”
They heard later that when news got through to operations that Yarrangobilly had been
saved there were high fives. “It was a big thing. It was done with preparation before hand,
and six people with dedication and a shared pooled expertise in asset protection.” Having
said this, there is no complacency implied. “Fire never follows a text book – it will move
where it wants. We must plan for the worse and hope for the best.”

the plan, the evacuation, the restoration
It’s universal knowledge that managing fire is a complex business. For ACT Parks staff at
the Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve - with its threatened species research and recovery program
- fire planning was even more of a challenge. When the fires did come earlier this year, as
everyone expected they would, Wildlife Manager Jennifer Pierson managed the process
of evacuation. Success was partially thanks to an all-hands-on-deck approach. “As
stressful as the evacuation was, it was incredibly inspiring. People called with offers to help
and boundaries slipped away between agencies, organisations and institutions.” The other
significant factor which lead to these threatened animals and their priceless genetics being
safely evacuated lay in the extensive preparation. A plan was in place, carefully crafted to
be ready when needed. “We had a set of agreed triggers in place so we could be
pragmatic in how we’d take action under different scenarios. In this way the emotional
decisions had been made in the planning process.” And this proved to be a brilliant
foundation for the many decisions still to be made during this particular fire event.

Wildlife vet, Dr Arianne Lowe and ACT Government senior ecologist Claire Wimpenny with crew
members of the military flight that transported Tidbinbilla’s bettongs.

Prior to the fires, Brush Tailed Rock Wallabies and Bettongs had been conditioned by
offering them supplementary feed in open traps so they could be caught up at night when
necessary. When it became obvious around October that fire at some point was inevitable,
these animals were brought into intensively managed areas so they could be quickly
evacuated day or night. The complex program of breeding and releasing Northern
Corroboree Frogs was also made ready by pre-sorting. “Those that were destined for
release were to stay at Tidbinbilla while 980 key breeding individuals were to be evacuated
to ANU’s Research School of Biology. Those staying would be given the best chance of
survival: the scrub cleared from around their shipping containers, sprinklers set up, and a
tonne of ice frozen in readiness. Then the fires began.
From the point evacuation was initiated, it took 48 hours. With the animals safely moved to
bespoke locations as far south as Mount Rothwell outside Melbourne, and north to
Taronga Zoo in Sydney, the gates of the predator proof areas were thrown open as
Tidbinbilla was officially declared a fire ground. The fires would be well fought and
successfully held back behind the ring of road that encircles the nature reserve.
Afterwards, following an already exhausting period of preparation and evacuation would
come the next phase: the continued husbandry care stretched out across great distances;
the closing of the gates and re-establishment of the predator free environment necessary

for threatened species research to continue as the animals were progressively returned. As
Jennifer considers the way various people came together, continuing to work day after day
in challenging circumstances, “I don’t think we could have done better.”

what it’s like to fight a fire
During the recent fires, Ariana Henderson was one of the many task force leaders with
their teams on the ground. Her off-season role is also linked partially to fires – working for
Parks Victoria in the area of recovery after bushfire, storm and flood – a role that gives her
a perspective well beyond the active-fire-ground-moment. This is how she recalls her
team’s part in the fires around the town of Buchan.
“We had a deployment request and notification for December 27th: I was designated as
leader of a team of 16 which met with their away-bags at Yarragon for the initial briefing.
This first day was a travel day where we headed for the base camp set up on the footy oval
at Swan Reach.” The team checked into their temporary tent village, complete with
catering, admin, toilets and showers. “We set up in our tents then met at the mess hall for
dinner. At that point there were only two or three other task forces there, but by the end of
our deployment there were hundreds of people, constantly changing over shifts and, to
manage fatigue, sleeping during the day.”
During that first briefing Ariana made sure everyone understood everything there was to
know about the mission, its likely execution, and logistics. Apart from the usual
communications, she’d gathered everyone’s mobile number and made it clear that she
would be open and available to them throughout the deployment. “My phone is on 24/7
because I am the person who looks after everyone in the team.”
At 8:00am on the 28th Ariana’s team, which would later become part of Taskforce Charlie,
was briefed by an operation officer and sent to the Kenny Road sector. “That day was
quiet. Our job was to patrol and black out any activity on the line where the fire had been
through. Then at ten past five we went up a side road to do a loop and came up against fire
where it shouldn’t have been - an active running edge. We called in standby dozers and
requested air support if available from the divisional commander.” Three hours later with
the benefit of air support the fire was quieter, with dinner that night delivered remotely and
eaten off their vehicle bonnets in the light of head torches. It was then a drive back to base
camp and sleep.

A critical part of fire fighting - the briefings. Morning at Swan Reach Base Camp.

To manage fatigue and welfare, Ariana Henderson de briefs her crew following their huge day.

“On the 29th we woke for a 7:30am briefing before heading back up to Kenny Road where
we managed to get the dozer around the spot over fire from the day before and the crew
spent the entire day identifying and treating hazard trees as well as working on hot spots. It
was a good solid day of work and we achieved a complete black out of seven hectares.”
Again their dinner was delivered remotely and this time it was eaten on the way home,
stopping by the roadside park in the nearby town of Bruthen. Travelling in convoy, it was
close to 8:30pm when the tail end vehicle confirmed all the team safely returned to base
camp. “I’ve never had the same crew twice but you get good at reading people and judging
how they are doing. Managing fatigue is part of that and after each active 16 hour period
we have a ten hour rest before the next shift begins and briefing.”
By the time the 30th rolled in everyone knew it was going to be a high fire day. “We could
have fires escaping containment lines. We could have new fire starts. You feel the
awareness and energy amongst the crew.” That morning’s briefing sent Ariana’s team
along with others to Buchan to protect the town. “We knew we had fires in the landscape all
around but that morning there was no active evidence in the town.” Ariana’s team was split:
to support residents at Gelatipy and Buchan, but by 3:30pm the split teams were pulled
back to Buchan to protect the town’s critical infrastructure. Ultimately they would defend
two areas, the cabins and the communications tower, and the primary school. There would
be a number of red flag warnings later in the day and overnight: the first over the possible
collapse of nearby smoke columns and others based on changes in wind direction. “When
a column collapses the heated air and burning matter can lead to unpredictable fire
behaviour. And when the wind shifts, a fire flank becomes a long front.”
As it turns out, Ariana’s team was successful in saving both the cabins and the primary
school area – “…so valuable as a centre of community”. They used a similar approach for
both, putting in blocking fires which burned the paddocks back to meet the approaching
fires. At some point the relative humidity increased which also helped to reduce the fire
activity. Finally, in the small hours of the morning of the 31st, Ariana sent the majority of the
crew to rest. “I stayed with two vehicles at the primary school to make sure there were no
surprises and at 5:00am another crew took on the shift and we were able to get a few
hours rest.”
Phone communication was lost early that morning, so before Ariana drove out of Buchan to
assess the safety of the road, she organised one of her crew to call her in trunk mode – a

radio to radio call – at midday. Arriving at Swan Reach she was given permission from the
local command facility for her crew to finish their shift and stand down for eight hours rest
at the cabins they’d worked to protect. Late on new year’s eve Ariana’s crew re-joined her
at the Swan Reach Base camp, and were able to see in the new year together. The next
morning the group gathered for a debriefing.
“I had arranged for peer support officers to be there and I shared with everyone my story
following the 2009 fires. I know that it’s important to stop and take stock, to be aware how
adrenalin can affect you and how best to put a few checks and balances in place. I learned
from the experience and developed a different resilience.” Ariana describes her job as…”a
love job. It has given me all my leadership skills, my decisiveness. You get a tremendous
sense of pride knowing you are defending a community.”

more fight from the air
When it comes to fighting fires, anything that makes the job safer and more effective soon
finds its place in the tool kit. Which is why – no surprises here – support from the air has
been steadily growing in recent years. In the words of Ian Dicker, Air Attack Supervisor
during the recent fires over Kosciuszko National Park, “Aviation has become a lot more
integrated with the fire fighting response.” And he should know given he’s been actively
flying fire reconnaissance since 1987, straight from his forestry degree. It’s worth hearing
him describe the methods employed during those early years if only to appreciate what has
changed and what impact those changes are having.

A far cry from the hard copy maps covered in fire front’s progress marked in chinagraph: in the air,
capturing and relaying data, the blue dot shows the aircraft’s location.

“I started pre GPS so it was all about using your navigational skills. I’d walk out to the
aircraft carrying a box of maps and a hand held radio. The maps were organised into sets
with broad scale 1:100,000 to locate the smoke and 1:25,000 to help focus in on the area
to call in the finer details. Back then, most of the aircraft that we used didn’t have inbuilt
radio communications so you’d be drawing onto your maps with a chinagraph pencil then
radioing in your grid references to the office. If photographs were taken they were
polaroids. At that stage we were even still occasionally dropping a message bag to the

ground with the results of our intelligence gathering.”
And then the 90s arrived and with it GPS and improvements in communications
technology. Soon it would be standard that, “…aircraft had inbuilt communications and the
capacity to map the fires ‘electronically’ in real time. We could now follow the blue dot on
the screen and know exactly where we were relative to the fire. We were able to send
accurate information back to the incident management team while still in the air.”

Pam O’Brien at centre, (NSW NPWS Area Manager – Snowy River and Deputy Incident Controller for
the Snowy Monaro Section 44 Fires), receiving the morning handover briefing at the start of another
shift in Cooma Fire control.

Air involvement in fire fighting has since steadily increased: reconnaissance work with infra
red hot spot detection, deploying crews via winch or rappel, flick of a switch pre-set comms
to multiple agencies, instant imagery relay, and fire bombing as standard with water and
retardants. Add these to the experience and skill of the people fighting fire from the air and
you’ve a formidable support mechanism. Not surprisingly the human factor is as Ian says,
of massive value. “To make sure we’re all on the same page we’ll often pick up a divisional
commander, the person who’s managing the fire ground, to give them a birds eye view of
their patch. It’s also a good way to develop a relationship: you know who they are and they
know who you are. Later on we can quickly picture what we’re all talking about.” And even
when air support members are on the ground, they have a contribution to make in the
incident control centre to the decisions being made involving resources and expectations.
“At the end of the day, we’re there to support the ground crews.”
So what’s it like to be in the air during a fire? Ian describes January 4th. “The day was
forecast to be a very bad fire day: the community and fire agencies were all on edge. Fire
spread predictions forecast that fires could impact Thredbo and potentially Jindabyne and
surrounding areas. On our first flight of the day we flew out from Jindabyne to Thredbo,
Tom Groggin and Geehi to locate multiple unchecked fires and then to work out what was
happening to the south of Jindabyne. Visibility was around 800 metres as we flew above
the Snowy River, trying to find if the Nine Mile Complex of fires had crossed into the
Byadbo Wilderness. Back to Jindabyne to refuel and we were then tasked to Adaminaby to
map the fires following a fire emergency warning. At one point we spotted a fire crew with a
flat tyre close to the fire edge. We organised a helicopter bucket drop which gave them
enough time to change the tyre. And then the smoke got so thick the world went black. Our
plan was to try to fly into Cooma by following headlights on the road, but we made the
decision to fly to Canberra instead, where we had to stay overnight, before driving back to
the fire control centre in Cooma, the next day to help support them with what we’d

observed from the air. It was quite a day.”

Well spotted: the fire crew (to the right) racing to change a flat tyre ahead of a fire front on January
th
4 . Air support in the form of a bucket drop helped buy some time.

directing the fire flow
There are various ways to deal with the threat of fire in the landscape. In the ACT, teams at
Namadgi National Park had a tailored approach behind their plan, one that was partly
based on prior knowledge of how the 2003 fires behaved.
Explains ACT Parks’ Brett McNamara, fire preparation works dictated by the plan began in
October and November. “It was just a matter of time before we experienced fire. It was
inevitable. Never in 35 plus years had I seen the Murrumbidgee River not flowing. We had
dead canopy throughout because it had been so dry.” So late last year, assets such as the
high country huts and homesteads were cleared of vegetation, containment lines were
bulldozed around, and portable dams set up to feed temporary sprinkler systems. All was
made ready.
Brett was a divisional commander on January 27th when the fire arrived in the park and, in
his words, “all Hell broke loose”. The fire was remarkably similar to that which burned in
2003 – it was intense. “This was never about containment. Instead our strategy was to
steer the fire around known assets.” On top of the defensive prep done earlier, as fire
began impacting on assets, fire retardant was dropped from the sky. “It doesn’t stop fire but
it does slow it down: we painted the fire ground pink.” Among the assets being defended
was the Orroral Homestead – an ACT site of significant cultural heritage. At one point fire
vehicles lit it up to guide the ‘bird dog’ jet that led in the retardant DC-10 tanker. “The hut
was built in the 1880’s, we weren’t going to let in burn in 2020. It was a remarkable
afternoon.”
The post fire stock-take proved that prior knowledge, preparation, and actively directing the

fire worked. The irreplaceable Orroral Homestead was saved. So were 10 of Namadgi’s 12
huts. “We only lost two which is incredible – the Demandering and Max and Bert’s huts.
They were both in remote locations where fire was intense.”
The tactical plan to fight the fire also included the safety and welfare of the crews.
“Whatever else is going on it’s all about keeping people safe and there’s as much
preparation done for this as there is for the fire fighting. There are crews out on the fire
ground: we need to keep them safe; to know where they are; to be sure they know what's
happening.
If Brett has two thoughts post these fires, they are as follows. That adapting and embracing
new technology is key. In other words, being able to access real time information which
then accurately informs decisions. Extraordinary results were made possible through
having aerial and ground crews fully integrated. His other thought is sobering. That these
fire events are driven by climate change and they will be the new normal until something
shifts. His observations may be anecdotal, but they’ve been made over many years in one
location. He remembers enough snow in the Brindabella’s to warrant the Mount Franklin ski
chalet: more recently the deepest fall has been 50cm. Over the years he’s seen the start of
the fire season shift forwards, year after year. But above all he’s seen an increase in the
frequency and intensity of fire. Even key forest species which rely on fire to regenerate are
being wiped out as extreme fire events take out seedlings before they’ve had 30 years to
reach maturity and set seed into the ash bed that follows fire. Under this climate change
fire regime, landscapes are being altered, for the long term.

As the DC10 swept over the Orroral Homestead precinct, painting it pink with fire retardant, those
people watching on the fire ground would have been reminded of how the roofing tin for the
woolshed was delivered back in the 1930s. Daredevil pilot and homestead owner Andy Cunningham
strapped the sheets to his de Havilland Gipsy Moth and flew them in over the notoriously bad track.

top-shelf gift wrapping
Just say you had 385,000 hectares of national park, wilderness and reserves to manage –
an area so large you could drive all day and still not get to the other side – and it had a
reputation for being one of the most fire prone areas in Victoria. Big area, limited staff, high
fire risk: you’d need to be creative in the way you did things. This is exactly what the team
out of Heyfield face. One of their solutions, to buy time where they need it, started with an
experiment a few years back with wrapping high country huts in reflective house insulation.
In more recent years they’ve upgraded their material to a product out of North America, the

most recent batch of 28 rolls having been shipped during the recent fires via air freight
charter. Parks Victoria Ranger Team Leader Wayne Foon explains the how and why.

It takes a gifted crew to wrap Howitt Hut and make it look this good – the protective specialty
material forms a protective layer against ember attack and radiant heat, especially when every nook
and cranny has been tucked away tightly.

“Previously we were wrapping infrastructure to protect it from ember attack, but this new
material is quite specific. Personal fire shelters are made from it – not only does it protect
from embers but also radiant heat.” In the fire season just past, information from the fire
mapping service was used to decide when to send out teams for wrapping duty. A fire at
Bluff Creek prompted two teams being sent out on January 7th, one to Howitt Hut and the
other to Vellejo Gantner. “It takes three and a half hours to Howitt and an hour longer to get
to Gantner’s. The teams then spent several hours clearing the vegetation, cleaning the
gutters then wrapping the huts.” The idea is to get in, do the protection work when there’s
less threat, then get out. In this way staff are then free to go fight priority fires – it’s about
using your resources in the most effective way possible. “During the fires we gained
intelligence about the huts and other infrastructure we’d wrapped from helicopters and
fixed wing crews who were floating around. As it turned out the fires came within eight
kilometres, but they were safe.” Of course if the fires had directly threatened an asset, the
wrapping would have provided a back up layer of protection. And if the fires had ripped
through and it wasn’t possible to deploy teams, then the huts would have had the best
chance possible. And one more bonus: given the parks were closed post fire, staff were
able to leave the unwrapping until other more priority works were out of the way.

taking the surprise out of fire
Fire spread predictions – the art and science of predicting how a fire might behave and
spread in the landscape – is a field that’s recently seen some serious leaps. Over the past
few years, there’ve been major developments not only in the way information is gathered
but how that information is processed and shared. And this means that on the ground, land
managers and fire teams are making decisions - for prescribed burns and fighting fires based on astonishingly detailed and timely information. Brian Levine, a Senior Fire
Management Officer with ACT Parks is one of a growing number of fire behavior analysts
in Australia. (In the ACT, he is now one of five, proof of how far things have come as five
years ago there were none.) Together with other fire specialists from Queensland through
to Tasmania all are working co-operatively, taking accurate quality information, putting it
through various stages of modeling and transforming it into powerful tools. If you’re

preparing to deal with an extreme fire season, this is the group of people you want at your
side.
“Every day we run fire simulations across the landscape to show how fires would behave
under current and predicted weather. For example, the model can predict where and when
the greatest risk will be over the next six days: armed with that information you might make
the better decision to rest people for what’s coming.” Of course, for this approach to be
worthwhile the predictions need to be close to reality – and they have been.

This is one of the many Orroral Fire behaviour predictions produced by the analysts: it was done at
th
8:30pm on January 28 where the cross hatch shows the fire at the start of the simulation (by
Phoenix RapidFire); the pink is the predicted fire spread if there no suppression effort is made; and
th
the black and yellow line shows the actual fire spread by January 30 . Clearly these predictions
provided sufficient information to support forward planning.

A post fire review of the Orroral fire spread predictions against what actually took place
shows they’re, “very similar”. That would be thanks not only to the number of analysts
running simulations but the quality of the information gathered to form their bases.
Fortnightly, year round, fuel moisture content has been measured: in the ACT that’s three
sizes of dry fuel and clippings of live fuel put through an oven assessment. Portable
weather stations and SODAR were used during the fire season to take frequent readings of
weather and wind speed and direction at 30 meter intervals to gain a better understanding
of the various weather layers. Twice a week ACT Parks fire behaviour analysts share a
weather discussion, which captures this detailed information and provides intelligence to
staff and stakeholders to inform their decision making. The ACT also works closely on
building relationships though the Predictive Services Group (PSG) of the Australasian Fire
and Emergency Service Authorities Council (AFAC). Through this Predictive Services
Group, Brian and other fire behaviour analysts
have created a strong network of support for each other and fires in various jurisdictions;
whether in Tasmania, NSW, the ACT, QLD, Victoria.
Even managing the fire teams – the people and resources – has been given a boost with
the development of the Cimara app, a resource allocation system that quickly pulls
together an incident management plan with no whiteboard in sight. “ACT staff nominate
their availability and the app quickly forms teams based on their skills and experience.
We’re no longer working with excel spread sheets: it’s all automated.” The area of fire
response is constantly evolving as everyone looks at ways to improve every aspect, but
above all the aim is simple, “our work is about taking the surprise out of bushfires”.

rehab at the ready
When you hear NSW Parks Senior Project Officer Gabriel Wilks announce that it’s
possible to drive for two hours straight through a burnt landscape following the 2019-20
fires, it’s confronting. So is trying to take in the fact that over 33% of Kosciuszko National
Park burned. Yet the response has been swift and action-positive.
“After the 2003 fires, there was no rehabilitation team in place so individual ecologists did
what they could over time. After these recent fires a team was already in existence with the
necessary skills and knowledge – and ready to deploy.” What Gabriel is describing is the
NSW National Parks and Wildlife rehabilitation team in Kosciuszko National Park, Southern
Ranges Branch. For the past fifteen years they have been intensively managing
landscapes, among them areas left impacted by the historic Snowy Mountains Scheme. It’s
this expertise which is proving so useful after the fires. “Even as the fires were still being
contained in some areas, we were already looking at rehabilitation requirements: dealing
with trees near roads and campsites; damage along dozer containment lines, the need for
erosion control.” All this was of course exacerbated by the heavy rain which fell soon after
the fires.
The rehabilitation team has been quick to get to work. A process of assessment and triage
has been taking place and a trial is being carried out on a site at high risk of erosion and
silting pollution. “Ranger Megan Bowden took us to a spot at Rocky Plain Bog which is
south of Kiandra, an area that was severely impacted by fire. We could see that by
addressing a relatively small but key area we could reduce the volume of soil movement
into the bog.” As Gabriel and anyone working in sphagnum bogs knows, these are hugely
valuable landscapes with unique plant and animal species (such as the Broad Toothed
Rat) and filter water for water catchment downstream. Bogs are very vulnerable when
exposed to extreme temperatures, and are easily damaged by hard-hooved pests or fire.
But the rehabilitation team has had similar challenges before.

After fire and then rain, sediment is moving too easily into the Rocky Plain Bog. To slow the flow and
contamination, rehabilitation crews set coire logs and rice bales at key flow points on the slope
above the bog.

“We’re concentrating on the slopes immediately above the bog, preferring to use organic
material like bales of rice straw (it’s less weedy) and coir logs which are light and flexible.
We’re testing different configurations – we’re up each week to check everything is stable
and to keep a look out for pest animal and weed species. Water will go where it wants but
we’re aiming to slow its flow and at the same time trap sediment so that the bogs are
protected. We’re also working fast ahead of winter to protect the soil against frost heave
and the erosion that causes.”
Nothing will relieve the overwhelming reality of the scope, ferocity and effects of the fires.
But it is actions like these, and funding support from many sources, that helps teams like
this get on with critical work.

defending the citadel

An unexpected bonus - a hot pink band of PHOS-Chek was dropped from the air, forming an
additional fire retardant barrier around the chalet.

Victoria’s Mount Buffalo Chalet sits like a castle atop a cliff face: its mountain views have
brought visitors to its doors since it opened, 110 years ago. Julien Atherstone, Parks
Victoria Chief Ranger Ovens describes it as, “… a fantastic building. It’s a massive place
with 5,500 square metres under roof.” It’s also the last standing wooden building of its kind
which translates as an added pressure to keep it protected from fire. Luckily, “The site
offers a level of natural protection. There are manicured and irrigated gardens to the front,
a large rock buttress shields the building to the east, to the west lies the cricket oval and at
the rear there’s a horse paddock which we keep short and green.” Past fires support a
theory that direct flame attack is less likely that ember attack, and this informs the fire plan
which was actively rolled out three separate times during the recent fires.
“Following a series of lightening strikes on New Year’s Eve, a couple of fires got away.
Over the next three weeks there was a series of runs on Mount Buffalo and the valley
below: we’d spend our time on the attack, and would fall back and defend the chalet, the
café and the parks office and depot during spike days when temperatures and the wind
went up and humidity dropped.” The chalet was defended three separate times, each with
a different team. “We’d walk through the plan to be sure everyone was clear of their role. In
our usual work, we’re known as generalists. When it comes to fire we are specialists and
focus on one goal. There’s camaraderie. When we succeed it is rewarding.”
As part of the plan, the historic and deep swimming pool had been filled to boost the total
available water supply to 755,000 litres. This fed the temporarily laid sprinkler system
wrapped in and around the building. As an unexpected bonus, during one of the spike
days, a hot pink band of PHOS-Chek was dropped from the air, forming an additional fire
retardant barrier around the chalet.
In the end, a third of the park burned. “We may have lost a lot but we achieved a lot as
well.” In terms of the defending the chalet, “Some days we could see we’d be ok, but there
were others where we thought, this could get interesting. But we were lucky - the fire didn’t
end up close to the building.”

the past helped beat this monster
Brett McNamara has been with ACT Parks long enough to have experienced much fire
through the Territory’s part of the Australian Alps. The following describes what was faced
a few months back, with references to previous fires…
“Having returned from Northern Kosciuszko on fire deployment it was a relaxing day. Afterall, we had subdued a troublesome fire which was knocking on our door. It was a public
holiday, a cherished day off. Then the mobile rang. A column of smoke had been spotted. It
was growing. It was in the heart of Namadgi National Park. A fire prone, a tinder dry
landscape. At that moment I sensed that our world, the mountains as we knew them would
be transformed, consumed by fire.
The next two weeks blurred. Days became nights. Rotational shifts became the norm. Life,
property, environment our guiding ethos. Everyone who started their shift would go home.
We became fixated on this simple message. Crew safety, physical and emotional wellbeing
our highest priority. Taking solace, we had prepared for this event. The origins of which
dating back to the ashes of 2003. We were ready. Our heritage huts were prepped, crews
well trained, our resourcing capabilities unparalleled. Regardless of its ignition, fire in these
mountains was inevitable this summer.

A chance meeting on the fire ground at Shannon’s Flat of two colleagues with many years
experience between them: Brett McNamara (right, current Alps Program ACT rep) and Dave
Darlington (left, Former Regional Manager of Kosciuszko National Park and former Alps
Program NSW rep) who these days volunteers as a fire fighter for his local NSW Rural Fire Service
Jindabyne Brigade. Here’s proof of the strength and longevity of relationships built through cooperative management of the Alps.

To experience the mountains burn once in a career was indeed challenging. To bear
witness to the park burning twice, with such unprecedented ferocity, has been confronting.
Fire however is a creature of habit. Driven by terrain, influenced by local topography, fire
shadows its historical pathways. Eerily the insights gained from our collective past has
informed our future. As the winds swirled across the Tidbinbilla Range there was a real
sense of déjà vu. A fire monster was engulfing Fishing Gap, cascading towards the valley
floor. I’d seen this before. A life experience that didn’t end well. All these years later the
Tidbinbilla Valley I once called home was again under threat.
With a unique perception, a heightened sense of awareness, we set about taming a
monster. Working in unison with ground crews, the unrelenting aerial bombardment, the
countless helicopter water drops, the precision by which strategic retardant lines painted
the valley pink was quite simply, extraordinary. That afternoon we quelled a monster, we
gained the upper hand.
Amongst the devastation ravaged across the mountains of Namadgi, there are beacons of
hope. As fire fronts advanced, crews stood ready, steering the looming fire flanks around
our treasured jewels. Historic huts, cherished campgrounds, pockets of environmental
refuge all salvaged from the consuming flames. As we commence our post fire journey
along the green shoots of recovery, these beacons of hope will illuminate our pathway.
They will represent the pivot points by which we as a community can once again reconnect
with our beloved mountains. The bush capital is indeed resilient.”

the fast move
Innovation often leaps forward from challenging times. No-one’s denying the past fire
season’s destructive impact: this story is about clever thinking that rode its back. It’s about
how Victoria* seized an opportunity to make the most of existing fire management to gain
some serious ground in the perennial battle against pest animals.

The post fire vulnerability is obvious: these burnt alpine peatlands are at Running Jump Creek, Mt
Buffalo National Park (March 2020).

Dan Brown is Manager Regional Planning for the area that includes the Victorian Alps and
East Gippsland: both areas that were severely impacted by bushfires earlier this year. He’s
been with ParksVic for a decade and in that time has developed his share of feral animal
management expertise. Along with a handful of others with a similar profile of expertise, in
the months leading up to the fires they’d been rolling out a highly successful pilot program
for removing feral deer from the air using firearms. And then came the fire season.
“In the Ovens fire district we had a number of lightening strikes on New Years Eve which
started separate fires. Despite a fantastic response effort, dry conditions and several days
of extreme fire weather merged those fires into one significant fire zone.” The affected area
– more than one hundred thousand hectares – covered Mount Buffalo, the Alpine National
Park and large areas of State forest.
As Dan and other Parks and Department* staff witnessed the effect of the fires on the
landscape, two thoughts converged: the need to defend the recovering plant and animal
communities from pest animals; that there was an opportunity (as long as they moved
quickly) to blend their initial pest control program into the activities of the existing fire
incident control centres. Their first move focused on the Ovens control centre.
“It’s the first time I’ve experienced such a rapid response to protect biodiversity. The fires
were still burning and the incident control centres were managing crews on the ground and
in the air. With everything in place a specialist aerial shooting team, including an additional
helicopter and shooter, came to Ovens and integrated into the incident management team.
I’d been working with the Ovens team for a month already: I now fitted in as the intelligence
officer for the aerial shooting operation. Using my knowledge of the fire, I worked with the
rest of the team to plan pest control flights with a focus on achieving the best biodiversity
outcomes, while keeping aircraft in safe areas away from ongoing fire fighting and park
management activity.”
So just as the fire fighting continues – bombing of hot spots and keeping the fire edge
under control – so has the aerial pest control. “Given the challenge to get into some of
these areas, control from the air was the only way. We’re removing deer, goats, pigs and in
some areas feral cattle: these are the hard hooved animals that trample sensitive
environments and take available food from native species.” They’re also protecting nearby
areas that haven’t burnt – habitat refuge – for their biodiversity values.

Post-fire pest control commenced in early February and has been virtually continuous and
flat out since then. Boosted with funding following the fires, it’s planned to run through to
December. Working out of various control centres, “…we’ve taken the pressure off from
deer which will help sensitive burnt areas recover. It also looks highly likely that we have
been able to eradicate a long-standing population of feral cattle around the Snowy River.”
* The program originated in the State Control Centre and DELWP biodiversity team: DELWP and Parks Staff then came
together to plan and implement it.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter.
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, or cleared a track
or installed some new signs, why not send me a photo and a few words. Maybe you just
went for a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We accept
stories from staff members, volunteers and members of the general community.
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